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ELEPHANTS I HAVE MET 

by 

Irene Finley 
Photographs by William L. Finley and others. 

With cameras in hand and bags of apples and peanuts - always pea-

nuts - we were sauntering along the narrow path under the trees of "Bear 

A bi~ Kodiak be~r with golden-brown coat and a fine 
I 

face was sitting patj.ently in one of' the rock caves on the other side of 

his moat or bathin~-pool. We wanted a picture of that fine face of the 

biggest li"v·ing carnivor, and he seemed perfectly willing that we should 

g-et it, for he stood perfectly still, looking intently into our eyes, per-

haps asking if a picture would be a fair exchange for a hand-out. 

Dill had focused and was ready to click the crunera when I became 

aware of a soft shuffling sound, and at the same instant I got a bump that 

almost sent me sprawling. I turned to find the ffray hulk of an elephant's 

rear end backed up against me. He also turned to see what he had knocked 
. 
over, and then oecame so embarrassed that he stood on one foot and then on 

another, rolling uneasily like a water-logged tub, castin~ sheep· eyes at me 

in the most coy manner, as if he didn't mean it and didn't know what to do 

about it. 

He wasn't alone for the~e were three other half-grown pa-:chyderms 

all tangled up in the middle of the path. They were out for their morning 

walk. An old lady with a bag of oranges WRS the cause . of the commotion. She 

was placidly handing out the yellow fruit, while the elephant children 

were shuffling and rocking, heads and tails all mixed up. They were just 

a bunch of kids out for a picnic, eager and flustered. but hot boisterous. 

One reached over the tail of another and snitched an orange that was almost 

rollinr doNn another mouth. I slid in "iwttween a couple with the prospect 

of being mashed, but there was no danger. for the lumbering elephant that 

is used to human handling is most aocutely conscious· and careful of injuring 

a persOnj aspecj ally one for whom he h~s an affection. Vice versa, if through 
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mistreatment or an instinctive dislike or a human being he acquires a ~rudge. 

he 1dll shrewdly watch for a chance to injure or kill him. "The elephant never 

forgets." is pretty true. A long trunk came slithering back with the pink. 

pir snout snozzling about T.frlJ ear and under TIIy hat to see if I had an orange 

concealed. Two young keepers were standing off at the side bendin~ over with 

laughter. Eve!"J'body was happy and hilarious. 

Our luck seemed to run to elephants. for leaving the city we had gone 

only a short distance when the car C'Wle to a sudden stop in front of a dingy. 

spr8c}vlinr- building, labeled a lion farm. But it wasn't a lion that we were 

looking at. It was a big elephant shuffling under an oak tree in what looked 

to be a c~uttered b~rnyard, only the yard was open on one lonr side near some 

sheds. These sheds afterward proved to be the backs of cages not only for 

lions, but all kinds of birds and animals that had been trained and rented 

out for theatricals~ They didn't look very happy for life was dull now for 

has-beens and Lady Lous of former foot-lights. But we found one fat fellow 

that was the essence of languorous contentment, a big hipponotamus lolling in 

a cool pool under the trees. Be probably expected a load of hay or rrass to 

be stuffed into his cavernous mouth. but he showed no resentment when a few 

peanuts rolled out of sight. 

We went back to the barnyard where some women and children from a passing car 

had gathered to watch the big elephant, but not on the inside of the fence. 

'l'hey were quite worded when we walked around inside and me.de the acquaintence 

of Bonny, an old shovf-rirl. The beady little eyes of a. five thousand-ton 

elephant crm't express either pleasure or anger, so it seemed. At least. I 

couldn't tell, for they were so lost in the wonder at the rest of her. It 

turned out that she wns a placid old soul. thankful for mere c·ompa.ny that 

would break the monotony of shuffling back and forth on one spot through 

hours and days. I opened a bag, and since five apples seemed only a dDpp 

in a bucket for a Goli0<.:th, I cut then in halves A.nd fed them to her slowly. 

She, too, was thankful for peanut-sized offerings - or anything. Someh~N. 

one feels a littls ashamed at his favored freedom and comfort in the face 
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of the endurance and patience of a "dumb animal." 

The elephant is the largest of' all terrestrial m.rumnals and holds us 

in awe not only beoe.u~e of his size and sagacity, but s.lso because he is a link 

between the world of today and past ages. There are two species of elephants, 

the African and Asiatic, the former being the larger one. In north central 

Africa where the largest ones are found, this elephant may stand eleven feet 

or more. The Asiatic elephant is considerably smaller, the average heirht of 

males beinr- some nine feet. Tusks of full-grown Africans weigh from eighty to 

a hundred and twenty pounds to the pair, and measure six feet or more in length. 

Both sexes of the two species have tusks, but those of the female Asiatic are so 

small as to scarcely protrude beyond ~he jaw. 

The ears of the Asiatic are of moderate size, while those of the African 

lie like ~reat palm leaves against his shoulders. Bis back is hollowed in con-

trast to the Asiatic which is arched. The African lives mostly on roots and 

branches of trees , also the s~p end bark. The smaller elephant feeds mainly 

on ~rass, leaves and fruits of plantain, shoots and twigs of bamboo. 

The Asiatic elephant is found in most of the forested parts of India, 

Ceylon, Assam, Burma~ Sirun, Sumatra, and Borneo. The African elephant, which 

has been hunted out ot le.rge tracts in south and southaestern Africa,. is still 

found south of the Sahara, and also in central Africa. ln India and Burma where 

the Asiatic elephant has lu:Rll for ages been trained to be useful, his great pov1er 

is utilized in uprooting trees and dragging logs, haulinr heavy loads, and other 

such tasks. Both elephants are usually of a peaceable disposition, and their 

intelligence and capacity to learn and remember are remarkable. 
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